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RISE IN CYBERATTACKS FROM CHINA. OVER 40,000 CASES IN 5 DAYS

CYBER WORLD TER-
MINOLOGIES 
MALWARE: According to
Microsoft, malware, short
for malicious software,
refers to any kind of soft-
ware that "is a designed to
cause damage to a single
computer, server, or com-
puter network." Worms,
viruses and trojans are all
varieties of malware. They
are distinguished from one
another by the means by
which they reproduce and
spread. These attacks may
render the computer and

network inoperable, or

grant the attacker root
access so that they can
control the system remotely
PHISHING: Phishing is a
technique by which cyber-
criminals craft emails to
fool a target into taking
some harmful action. The
recipient might be tricked
into downloading malware
that's disguised as an
important document
RANSOMWARE:Ransomware
is a form of malware that
encrypts a victim's files.
The attacker then demands
a ransom from the victim to
restore access to the data
upon payment

Y
es, you heard it
right. An artificial-
ly-intelligent
humanoid robot has

grabbed the leading role for an
upcoming Hollywood sci-fi
movie. Titled, 'b', the $70 mil-
lion movie will have 'Erica', the
eerily human-like android
actress, who will play the role
of a genetically-modified
superhuman, who goes on the
run with the scientists who
created her....

Now, a humanoid is a part of a sci-fi movie
 Erica, who made her public debut back
in 2015, is the brainchild of roboticist
Hiroshi Ishiguro of Japan's Osaka
University, who calls his creation the
world's 'most beautiful and human-like
android'
 The AI-powered android resembles a
23-year-old woman. While she can’t move
around by herself, she can tilt her head
and blink, sports a sophisticated speech synthesiser, and can use her array of infrared sen-
sors to recognise people
 According to ‘Daily Mail’, her first appearance on the silver screen is the result of a deal
with Los Angeles-based Life Productions, a firm that specialises in AI artistes

Proper positioning and preci-
sion landings are not only the
crux of lunar landings, it is

very important for lunar loos as well.
A small deviation this way or that
can cause anything— from an em-

barrassment to a catastrophe.
NASA has, therefore, inten-
sified its activity on astro-
nauts’ excretions. After de-

veloping a $23 million ‘Universal
Waste Management System’ — a hi-
tech porta-potty — to be tested on the International Space Station,
the premier space agency has now announced a contest for a lunar
loo. Given that the first lot of astronauts had to make do with little
more than plastic bags taped on their posteriors, this effort being
made to ease their ablutions now is truly commendable.

Out-of-the-box lunar loos

The $35,000 in prize money for the open contest is
apparently to tap ideas beyond traditional aerospace engi-
neering concepts, as the toilet will have to function in the
microgravity of space as well as lunar gravity, which is
one-sixth of what we experience on Earth

THIS DAY 
THAT YEAR

JUNE 30
1908: TTuunngguusskkaa

FFiirreebbaallll. A
giant fireball, most likely caused
by the air burst of a large mete-
oroid or comet, flattens 80 million
trees near the Stony Tunguska
River in Yeniseysk Governorate,
Russia, in the largest impact event
in recorded history  

1936: Margaret
Mitchell's

novel, 'Gone with the Wind' pub-
lished 

2019: President
Donald Trump

becomes the first sitting US presi-
dent to set foot in North Korea in
the Korean Demilitarised Zone
meeting Kim Jong Un 

W O R D

Incontrovertible:
Means not open to question; indis-
putable. It is derived from a Latin
adjective, controversus, which liter-
ally means, 'turned against.'

W A T C H

WOULD YOU TRY

Chyawanprash/
Haldi ice cream?

A Karnataka-based popular
dairy brand has got every-
one talking online after 

launching two new ice-cream flavours,
however, not for the reasons they
would like. Keeping in mind the health
quotient in food products, Dairy Day
has launched two new range of 
ice-cream flavours — Haldi and
Chyawanprash — to help boost 
immunity. 
The two new ice-cream flavours,
which also have the goodness of amla,
honey and dates, haven’t really whet-
ted people’s appetite, at least not on
social media.

ASTRONAUT ACCIDENTALLY LOSES
MIRROR DURING SPACEWALK 

US pacewalking astronaut
added to the millions of
pieces of junk orbiting

the Earth, losing a small mir-
ror, as soon as he stepped out of
the International Space Station
for battery work. Commander
Chris Cassidy said the mirror
floated away at about a foot per
second. Mission Control said
the mirror detached from Cas-

sidy’s spacesuit. The lost item
posed no risk to either the space-
walk or the station, NASA said.
Spacewalking astronauts wear
a wrist mirror on each sleeve to
get better views while
working. The mirror is
just 5 inches by 3 inches,
and together with its
band has a mass of barely one-
tenth of a pound.

While millions of pieces of
space debris orbit the Earth,
more than 20,000 items,
including old rocket parts and
busted satellites are big
enough to be tracked to safe-
guard the space station and
functional satellites

SPACE

CLASS X STUDENTS MAY OPT FOR
TAKING EXAM IF NOT SATISFIED 

WITH RESULT: HRD MINISTER

U
nion HRD minister Ramesh Pokhriyal has said that CBSE
students of class X may opt for taking the exam, if they
are not satisfied by the result. Pokhriyal said, “As the re-
maining class X and XII CBSE exams, which were earlier

rescheduled to be held between July 1 to July 15 have been cancelled,
the CBSE has decided to declare the results on July 15.” The result
will be calculated on the exams which have already been given, but
the students who think they could have done better if they had tak-
en the remaining exams, may opt for giving exams again. This op-
tion will, however, be open for students who have not taken exams
for all the subjects,” he added.

 The CBSE and ICSE on June 25 told the apex court that the
remaining class X and XII CBSE exams, which were earlier
rescheduled to be held between July 1 to July 15, in view of the
Covid-19 pandemic, have been cancelled.  ICSE, on the other
hand, told the top court that they might give an option to the
class X students to write the exams at a later stage 
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MELTING OF ANTARCTIC SEA ICE HAS
MADE PENGUINS HAPPIER: STUDY

W
hile human beings are anxious about the decreasing
level of ice in the Antarctica, there is one species in par-
ticular that has been thriving on global warming. Ac-
cording to a latest research, Antarctica-based Adélie

penguin is expected to see a population boom in the coming years,
thanks to the decrease in sea ice level that has made it easier for
these small birds to survive. 
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NO WHITE ACTORS TO VOICE CHARAC-
TERS OF COLOUR: THE SIMPSONS 

SAY NO TO RACISM

NEWS
IN 

CLICK
HERE FOR
MOREBRIEF

1The researchers, who studied the penguins for four seasons,
in a different sea ice conditions during each season, conclud-
ed that the result of sea ice melting can have different effects

on different species, highlighting the complexity of climate change
effects on wildlife

2It turns out that Adelie penguins are happier with less sea
ice, said researchers, as the increase in sea ice can make it
difficult for penguins to walk. Less seawater let them dive as

and when they wish, making them happier, they added

Americans are in

the midst of a reck-

oning on systemic

racism and discrimi-

nation, ignited by

the killing of George

Floyd, an African-

American man, by a

white police officer

in Minneapolis on

May 25

T
he Simpsons' will no longer
use white actors to dub the
ethnic minority characters,
the producers of the long-

running animated series said. The de-
cision includes a recurring character
from the series launched in 1989— Apu
Nahasapeemapetilon, a grocer of In-
dian origin, voiced in the American
version of the show by white actor
Hank Azaria. The character has long
been seen as problematic, conveying
racist stereotypes.The announcement
came as Mike Henry, the white actor,
who voices the black character of
Cleveland Brown in Family Guy, an-
other animated series produced by
Fox, announced on Twitter that he
was giving up the role.

H
ackers based in China have attempted over 40,000 cyberat-
tacks on India's Information Technology infrastructure and
banking sector in the last five days, a top police official in
Maharashtra said. The spurt in online attacks from across
the border was noticed after tensions rose be-

tween the two countries in eastern Ladakh, said Yashasvi
Yadav, Special Inspector General of Police, cyber wing. Fraud-
ulent email ID, such as ‘ncov2019@gov.in’ was found, which
sent bogus information about free Covid-19 testing for res-
idents of Delhi, Mumbai, Hyderabad, Chennai and Ahmed-
abad, officials said.

X-PLAINED: CYBERATTACK

WHATIn simple terms, a cy-
berattack is a type of at-
tack that is launched from

one or more than one computer against each other. There
are broadly two types of cyberattacks: attacks where the
goal is to disable the target computer and knock it offline,
or attacks, where the goal is to get access to the target’s
computer data, and perhaps gain admin privileges on it.

WHERE A cyberattack can be
employed by sovereign
states, individuals,

groups, society or organisations; it may origi-
nate from an anonymous source as well. De-
pending on the context, cyberattacks can
also be a part of a cyberwarfare or cy-
berterrorism. A product that facilitates
a cyberattack is sometimes called a cy-
berweapon.

WHYIn recent years,
countries have re-
sorted to cyberwarfare

to attack against one other. While conventional weapons
are only allowed to be deployed by a country's military, in
the realm of cyberwarfare, governments usually deny their
association with the hacker outfits. The Chinese govern-
ment, for instance, has on numerous ocasions, denied its
role in hacking operations emerging from the mainland. 

Is India prepared to cope 
WITH SUCH THREATS?

INDIA AND CYBERWARFARE
 According to some analysts, India remains highly
vulnerable to cyberattacks, made worse by an inability
to conduct any counter-offensive opera-
tions
 While China has ramped up investment
into cyberwarfare and cybersecurity over
the years, India has lagged behind. In fact,
the country still does not have any dedi-
cated laws around data protection and
security. In fact, the Defence Cyber Agency
was constituted last year  Given India's
lack of preparedness, some experts have
suggested that bolstering defence part-

nerships with technologically superior
allies, like Japan or the United States, or
the setup of a defence coalition, may be
India's best bet at protecting itself from
cyber threats. 
 This would allow the country to benefit
from real-time information sharing and
improved training 

Facebook will prompt users
when they try to share links

Facebook is tweaking its platform
with subtle changes, in response
to the public outcry over its de-

cision to not moderate content. One
such update will feature prompts that
will pop up to let users know if they're
about to share the link to an article
that was published a while ago.

 The pop-up will be triggered, if the arti-
cle shared was originally published more
than 90 days ago, prompting users to
rethink whether the content will be relevant
to their friends before it appears on their
news feedsThe issue of old news had
given headaches to online publishers 
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